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Abstract: Day after day technology is developing in the world. Also, the development of these technologies
brings innovations and Comforts to all areas of life. However, ensuring the durability of these innovations
brought about by technology reveals various problems. Among the most important of these innovations is the
Internet of Things. The Internet of things increases the quality of human life and is the most important topic of
work in recent times. The Internet of Things has entered into several aspects, including in smart homes, medical
applications, in the agricultural and industrial fields, and others. It is important to be able to communicate
more securely and work in a coordinated manner to ensure the continuity of applications. Therefore, it faces
challenges that must be overcome as well as it needs testing and examination methods to improve the quality of
Internet of things applications and to be accepted by users. In this paper, we try to cover the Internet of Things
architecture and challenges, to understand more Internet of things systems, in addition to the methods and types
of tests, and the most important future trends in this field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important innovations is the Internet of Things in the world, which has entered most
aspects of life. It was first introduced in 1999 by Kevin Ashton ]1[. The Internet of Things (IoT) allows objects and machines to communicate and connect to
exchange data via the Internet. ]2[ The idea behind
this new technology is to connect objects through the
Internet that we utilize in daily life. Special kinds of
sensors are connected to each object to collect and
capture information from the physical world. The information after collect is analyzed via local processing to remove needless data and then store this
information in local storage. From the local storage,
the information is transfer to the cloud storage where
whole the sensors (objects) collected it. Finally, utilizing the information collected, objects, and machines
can also be managed remotely and utilize the information to hold records for future utilize [3].
Humans can interact with the Internet of things to
access data, give instructions, or configure it, but it
does its work without human intervention as it conCite this paper:
Roaa Wadullah Tareq, Turkan Ahmed Khaleel, "Literature
Review on IoT Challenges and Testing", International Journal of
Advances in Computer and Electronics Engineering, Vol. 5, No.
11, pp. 1-10, November 2020.

nects the real world to the virtual world. IoT objects
or devices can be connected to a network and each
other using wireless and wired technologies, for instance, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, LTE, etc. Soon, the Internet
of Things will generate a massive amount of data this
can be called (Big Data), which has characteristics
various from those of the conventional communication paradigm (Data, Video, Voice) [4]. Figure 1 indicates the using the Internet of Things (IoT), anything
(object) can connect to the Internet at any time and
from anywhere to provide any service through any
network (any net) to anyone (any person). This notion
will create new types of applications such as smart
homes, smart cars as well as in the medical field and
the agricultural and industrial field to provide and
supply many services like notifications, energysaving, security, and other services.
By 2020, about 50 billion smart devices will be
connected via the Internet [5]. The presence of these
devices is possible thanks to all the small elements of
the smartphone that are available in great numbers
these days besides the fact that the permanent connection to the Internet is the default case of work or home
networks. Realizing the IoT model involves numerous
challenges that need to be solved, including reliability, availability, performance, interoperability, scalability, mobility, security, trust, and management [6].
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Many communication protocols for the Internet of
Things are being developed by companies to enable
IoT devices to communicate more efficiently for the
network to process the protocol used to connect devices. Network traffic, amount of data transferred,
data transmission, as well as problems with limited
hardware features of IoT devices with hardware and
power-efficient issues in issuing important devices
[5].
Internet of Things
Any
thing

Any
time

Any
where

Any
device

IoT
Any
network

Any
service

Figure 1 Internet of Things (IoT) Concept

The most common protocol in the Internet of
Things Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT), Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP), Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP),
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP),
Data Distribution Service (DDS), and HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP)[7]. Efforts are now concentrated on testing the Internet of things environment by
adopting various types such as usability and communication tests using protocols as a simulation of the
environment in which the device will be used, and
ensuring the exchange of information in a safe manner
[8] as well as Performance and Interoperability tests,
but in return, some challenges must be faced and solutions to them. The Internet of Things faces open issues that need to be addressed to properly implement
it, including security and privacy, as well as scalability, interoperability, and data management in addition
to the lack of homogeneity of components with each
other [9]. Implementing the Internet of Things requires several important things Which: Cloud Computing the big data can be accessed through the cloud
where it is stored there and processed there It can be
said that the cloud represents the “ Brain” of most of
the Internet of things [10], Access the ability to access
from anywhere, anytime , Security is an important
factor that forms part of the requirements of the Internet of Things, in addtion User Experience , Smart
Machines, Asset Management, Big Data Analytics
and Management and Energy Efficiency.

2. THE FUNDAMENTAL LAYERS OF IOT
ARCHITECTURE
There is no standard structure for the Internet of
Things. It may consist of three, four, or five layers
[11]. The most common consists of three layers: the
perception layer, the network layer, and finally the
application layer [3, 12]. The tertiary structure illustrates the basic idea of the Internet of Things. To understand the structure more, the network layer is divided into two layers, the transport layer and the pro-

cessing layer, and also the business layer is added to
the application layer. To better understand the basics
of the IoT testing environment, We need first to understand this IoT application architecture:

2.1 Perception Layer
Includes sensors, actuators, and edge devices that
interact with the environment and the physical environment [13]. The goal of this layer is to identify objects in the Internet of Things uniquely, which can be
achieved by gathering information from the sensors as
they send data from the surrounding environment to
the next layers (upper) for processing. One of the
problems facing components in this layer is power
consumption as well as network connectivity, as well
as the data collected, which may be vulnerable to penetration in addition to large data volume.

2.2 Network Layer
Connects devices across the network that are responsible for the connection of other smart things,
network devices, and servers [13]. It is split into two
sub-layers, the first layer is the Transport Layer, the
transfer and transmission of sensor data between layers and over networks such as WAN, MAN, and LAN
via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, LoRaWAN, etc. It also utilizes
IPv6 addressing to give addresses to the objects in the
IoT system. The second, the Processing Layer, is also
called the Middleware Layer. It is responsible to collect the information that comes from the transport
layer that is responsible for analyzing, storing, and
processing the large data collected from the sensors
[14]. They may use databases, cloud computing, and
big data processing resources [15]. TABLE (I) illustrates the most important communication techniques
in the field of IoT [16-18]. The network may suffer
from problems such as weak wireless signal, ensuring
efficient and safe communication.

2.3 Application Layer
Responsible for providing specialized services and
functions to users [19]. IoT applications can be in
smart homes, smart cities, and smart vehicles as well
as medical care and other applications. The services
may differ for each of these applications because the
service relies on the information collected by the sensors. The application layer is divided into a business
layer that works application management and deals
with privacy and security.
The second layer is also known as the application
layer, which differentiates between various applications. There are a lot of issues at the application layer
where security is the main issue. The protocols on the
Internet are being developed within the application
layer to make them more secure. The most important
protocols in the application layer [20, 21] are shown
in TABLE II.
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TABLE I COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY OF IOT

Communication
Technology

Standard

Network

Specification

Wi-Fi

IEEE 802.11

WLAN

High data rate but high consumption energy

Bluetooth LE

IEEE 802.15.1

WPAN

Moderate to transmit data with low power consumption

ZigBee

IEEE 802.15.4

WPAN

Low data rate but doesn’t require a lot of power

6LOWPAN

IEEE 802.15.4

WPAN

Low data rate and low power consumption

LoRaWAN

LoRa Alliance

Long Range
Wireless WAN

Low data rate and low power consumption

TABLE II APPLICATION LAYER PROTOCOL OF IOT

Protocol
CoAP
MQTT

Designed By
IETF
IBM

AMQP

OASIS

XMPP

IETF

Model
Request/ Response
Publish/ Subscribe
Request/ Response or
publish/ subscribe
Request/ Response bidirectional communication and
Publish/ Subscribe multidirectional communication

3. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)
CHALLENGES
The Internet of Things (IoT) makes things (smart
devices) in the environment around us to be active,
that is, they share information with other objects or
communicate across networks (wireless / wired) that
utilize the Internet Protocol (IP) predominately. Data
processing makes the Internet of Things to know
changes and events in the environment around us and
"things" can behave and interact independently.
However, all of these demand heterogeneous devices exchange for the information in a way called an
interoperable manner to enable their data, interpretable, and services accessible by other devices. The Internet of Things is a modern emerging field that requires not only the expansion of technologies and
infrastructure but also the deployment of new services
capable of supporting, scalable (cloud-based) and
interoperable (communication protocols). An important IoT problem that needs to be solved is the
interoperability of services and information [23]. The
most important challenges facing the Internet of
Things can be summarized:

3.1 Interoperability
It knows interoperability as the ability to implement
programs, transfer data, and communicate between
different functional units in a way. IEEE defines interoperability as the ability of two or more systems or
components to exchange information and to use the

Security
DTLS
TLS/SSL

Transport
UDP
TCP

TLS/SSL

TCP

TLS/ SASL

TCP

information that has been exchanged [24]. In the Internet of things, objects and components are heterogeneous, as the various elements that make up the Internet of Things (devices, communications, applications,
services, etc.) must correspond, collaborate seamlessly also communicate with each one with another [25].
In-Network level, interoperability transacts with
mechanisms to make the seamless interchange of
messages among systems through various networks
for End-To-End communication. Because of the dynamic and heterogeneous network that is in an IoT
environment, the level of network interoperability
must be able to deal with issues such as addressing,
routing, resource optimization, security, quality of
service, and mobility support [26]. IoT interoperability can be seen from different perspectives such as
device interoperability, networking interoperability,
syntactic interoperability, semantic interoperability,
and platform interoperability.

3.2 Security and Privacy
Since the basic principle of the Internet of Things
includes connecting devices, it enables everything
locatable and routes it which enables our life easier.
However, making everything online opens the field to
hackers. Without suitable confidence about privacy
and security, will never be attracted to the Internet of
Things by the user. Therefore, it must have a robust
infrastructure [27]. Privacy and Security and represent
a major challenge in IoT systems, which requires sev-
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eral things, including the authentication of devices,
confidentiality, and data integrity, as well as the implementation and operation of security operations on
the scope of the Internet of Things system and meeting performance requirements according to the use
case of the system. It is important to keep the system
data without being hacked or tampered with.

3.3 Coverage
Coverage is one of the challenges facing the Internet of Things, as it is restricted to the power supply in
addition to Scalability [28]. Devices in the Internet of
Things usually move and are not united to a power
source, so their intelligence must be powered from a
self-sufficient power source as well. The Internet of
Things has a great concept from the traditional Internet because things collaborate in an open environment
so functions such as communication and service discovery must work efficiently in Both large and smallsized environments. The Internet of Things requires
methods and new functions to have an efficient scalability process [29].

3.4 Volume and Data Exchange
Wireless technologies are used to connect smart
devices. Whereas, it includes issues such as availability, network delays, congestion, and so on [30]. Also,
it will collect huge amounts of data at the central level
in network nodes or servers. This phenomenon represents Big Data and it requires many operational
mechanisms in addition to new technologies for storage, as well as processing and management [29].

3.5 Self-configuration
Devices within the Internet of things must be
able to self-configure in a specific environment
without user intervention (manual configuration).
4. IOT ARCHITECTURE TESTING AND
CHALLENGES
There are still some challenges facing the IoT that
need to be verified, such as network and interconnection, and security is a major concern in the IoT platform, and the complexity of software and system may
mask the error in IoT technology as well as resources
such as memory limitations, processing power, bandwidth, and battery life. And so on. The heterogeneous
nature of IoT hardware and components [31] requires
robust testing abilities to guarantee performance and
service that meets user needs and requirements as well
as service-level acceptance among consumers and
service providers. Testing is the process of identifying
failures that occur in a particular system. The failure
consists of any discrepancy between actual and expected results [32]. To ensure the performance of IoTbased devices, scalability, reliability, and security
must be verified. Recently, there has been a need to

focus on testing the different layers and components
that make up the Internet. IoT systems rely heavily on
data, and ensuring the integrity of the data, and making sure that the system is resilient to anomalous data
will do so. These are just a few of the many IoTrelated testing and confirmation issues [33].
Challenges for testing IoT environment can be
mentioned as follows: Much effort is required between multiple teams to obtain correct test data, There
are many sub-systems and sub-components that are
related to each other and a problem with any of them
can affect the entire system, It takes a lot of effort and
is difficult to replicate the actual environment, Compatibility factor, Security challenges, Complexity issue, Safety concerns, Finally The tools used in IoT
may not be available every time. Internet of Things
service requires extensive testing to meet user and
marketing requirements.
We look at some of the best practices that can ensure IoT testing is successful. To make implementation effective, we must focus on quality assurance
through a good testing approach. Where the basis of
IoT testing is also determined by the structured requirements, overall testing plan, unit testing, system
testing, and integration testing. The use of advanced
tools, controllers, and simulators can ensure the successful implementation of the test and the project. An
understanding of architecture, operating systems, and
hardware can assist in designing and implementing
good new test cases.

5. LEVELS TESTING AND METHODS
There are certain kinds of virtual object testing.
The Virtual object exists in the world of information
and can be manipulated, accessed, and stored. Examples of these things are multimedia content and application software.

5.1 TEST LEVELS
Different test levels are defined, as follows
[32]:
5.1.1 Unit Testing
To determine which errors are likely to occur in the
system, the program components are examined separately and separately. Each part of the system is isolated and individual parts are shown to suit the requirements and functions.
5.1.2 Integration Testing
The components and contents of the program that
were tested through unit testing are combined and
then tested for problems. As software and hardware
components are integrated, they are tested to verify
the interaction between them and how they perform
together.
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5.1.3 System Testing
The entire system's functioning is analyzed in the
interaction between its software and hardware components. Complete and integrated system testing to
verify the system's compliance with specific behavior
and requirements.
5.1.4 Acceptance Testing
An acceptance test is performed to determine
Whether the system meets the acceptance criteria or
not. The user usually runs these tests during a beta test
period.

5.2 TEST METHODS
Different methods can be used to test the System
Under Test (SUT), gray-box testing, white-box testing, and black-box testing. These methods are followed as:
5.2.1 The Black Box Testing

The Black Box Testing is a technique used to
examine and test a specific application program
without knowing the details of the design, code,
structure, knowledge of internal paths in addition
to the internal implementation of the program or
system.
5.2.2 The White Box Testing
In White Box Tests, a thorough knowledge of the
structure, code, and implementation under the test of
the system is required where all internal parts of the
SUT are visible. It is not limited to detecting failure
only, but also in detecting errors for the system. This
test is performed at the beginning of the system development process with unit tests as well as the first
parts of the integration phase.
5.2.3 The Gray Box Testing
The last method is a combination of the two types,
the white box, and the black box, in which knowledge
of the system or program is partly, in addition to understanding how it works partially. Only failures are
detected.

6. INTERNET OF THINGS TESTING
TYPES
During system development, it is necessary to test
the physical hardware in addition to software testing,
interface analysis, data, and real-time flow testing. It
is requisite to begin testing with the architecture of the
Internet of Things and the specific tasks to find methods to improve the performance of the existing system
of the most important types of testing the Internet.
Within the Internet of Things system, several types of
tests are conducted as defined by Cognizant [34]:

6.1 Functional Testing
The functionality of the components of the Internet
of Things application is verified to ensure the correct
work of the system to obtain the required quality [35].
It is important to have prior planning to build solutions and tools necessary to simulate systems environments that may face obstacles and challenges that
companies must deal with through the testing of their
products. This will require a lot of experimental innovation to ensure quality. The functional testing phase
of the Internet of Things begins with making virtual
devices that can emulate a real environment and real
connectivity, for instance, the Nest team designed the
Nest Home Simulator Test Tool Working with Nest
products, common system events, and sensor conditions are tested using a virtual environment.

6.2 Connectivity Testing
Two main things are verified: the presence of the
network connection and the absence of the connection. This test responsible for testing the wireless signal to locate if many devices are trying to communicate or there is a poor connection [36]. The primary
goal of connectivity testing is to make communication
among objects and components of the Internet of
Things and the communications infrastructure. Seamless and secure communication is its main theme Significance in the Internet of Things. All objects must
be connected and to other systems, such as servers of
IoT. The success of the IoT system relies on how well
the objects or devices communicate in an IoT environment. A disconnection or loss of a connection in a
part second may lead to incorrect and inaccurate data,
creating an unusable system data file. There are currently many tools obtainable for testing APIs.
The tools can emulate a message sent/received by
the device, helping to verify the accuracy of the information. Connection testing is performed both offline and online. The online test can analyze communication among data transmission, and network security, devices, and applications. Some applications
need constant communication such as health monitors
or pacemakers Regardless of the network state, the
application should have the capacity to save and store
as well Processing data created while offline, then
transferring it when the connection of the network is
being operated. This should be taken into account in
connection tests (signal strength, network type, Also,
weather conditions, etc. must be taken into account)
and the application must be checked if it works under
these conditions.

6.3 Performance Testing
The computational capabilities, data collection and
processing, and communication are checked. Performance testing refers to testing and confirming the
conduct of IoT devices along with the network and
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the internal abilities of the network and systems
communications. The network and communication
speed is further evaluated Computing capabilities. It
must be verified that data is being transferred and
saved properly, even in the event of an unforeseen
outage. The main goal of performance testing is to
locate the relevance between the program and the object that interacts with it and unify the link among
them. As well as the performance test to verify the
correctness of the hardware and software components
according to the Specific test situations.
It is evaluated whether the application can manipulate the expected excess. In user traffic, frequency of
transactions, amount of data, further processing
Scalability The extent of compatibility between the
system must also be checked for the effectiveness of4.
the Sensors in a real IoT environment. For evaluation
and validation of the performance of an IoT application Response time for various download rates, the
code requires to be improved and should be followed
varied scenarios like memory reduction, switching
between different Grids and battery discharge, and so
on.
Performance Testing of IoT includes the next aspects:

•
•
•
•

Every authenticated device within the domain must be able to communicate.
The device should be able to transmit any
amount of data (as needed).
If the data transfer by a device overtakes the
preset amount, the data must be transferred
It starts only after receiving confirmation.
The device should be able to transmit data,
in case of problems with the power supply
these cases should be fixed possible quickly.

There are three levels to target performance Testing:

• System level: database, processing, and analysis.
• Application level.
• gateway and Network level: Test technologies
like Wi-Fi, Z-Wave, Bluetooth, and protocols
like MQTT, CoAP, HTTP, and others.
6.4 Security and Privacy Testing
Focus on authorization, privacy, and authentication features. It is important to focus on protecting
data so that hackers cannot access it remotely via a
wireless connection. The security testing covered confidentiality, independence, oversight, and protection
from spying. Appropriate security and penetration
tests are necessary due to poor security this can lead

to loss of important sensitive personal information. In
the situation of IoT applications, Also cybercriminals,
stealing private information can also attack home security Systems or the systems inside the car that cause
incidents. With the increase in the number of embedded sensors reaching billions, there must be a treatment to data privacy issues in the IoT ecosystem.
Among the most important requirements for a security
test are:
1.
2.
3.

Identification and authentication.
Protect data by encrypting it.
Providing security for data stored in the local
cloud and also the remote cloud.

No unauthorized (not having permission) access to
systems or information.
The Security Test is predominately overlooked due
to persistent market pressure on companies for new
product launches, this type of test is also neglected the
manufacturers of IoT objects do not understand the
Security Tests.
Two Security Testing Types [37]:
•

Static Test: It is performed either with support
code verification tool or manually. The major
function is to analyze program code established
for the device, recognition is potential security
vulnerabilities.

• Dynamic Test: It used specific tools to examine the device through its normal execution and detected the issues with authentication, objection and analyze network traffic,
hacker attack simulation, etc.
6.5 Compatibility Testing
Checks correct functionality with different protocols and configurations of IoT. Different operating
systems, browser types, and their versions, different
generation devices, and connection mode compatibility testing are very important for IoT [38]. Since the
nature of the Internet of things and its components is
different and heterogeneous addition to that they may
differ in operating systems, versions, networks, and
devices, and the interaction of each component must
be ensured, as well as ensuring compatibility of the
communication protocols and security and scalability
in data exchange. All this requires compatibility testing is a step Basic needs to be done in the real world
without virtual simulation.

6.6 Exploratory Testing
Also called User Experience testing, which is based
on the user's evaluation. The exploratory test is done
in an experimental system where it can be studied.
The IoT Embedded Software Exploratory Test com-
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bines the logical world of the Internet and the physical
world. The success of any program, including IoT
software, is specified by its users. IoT applications
that meet user requirements can fail if they do not
gain the trust and credibility of the target audience.
Also, Exploratory tests are significant due it allows to
determine the behavior of the application when used
by a file the end-user. An Exploratory Test is a kind
of test that is the procedure from a user's view.

parameter values recognized as input-based trying out
[41, 42].

6.7 Interoperability Testing

7. FUTURE WORK TRENDS FOR IOT
TESTING

To ensure interoperability at the network level between hardware components, it is not sufficient to
simply adhere to the specifications of the used protocol because these often contain ambiguities that can
lead to partially or completely incompatible implementations. Also, developers may choose to improve
protocol implementation that may have a negative
impact on communication with a different application
[39]. Interoperability test It requests from producers to
test their products on the same actual site with a network intermediate they can agree on Performing tests
on how two or more products are communicating access to special interoperability functions. The interoperability test does not verify whether the product conforms to the reference protocol standard specifications. This test defines a set of test scenarios to verify
a program target that can interact with the other. The
software components are developed based on the
same specifications but are implemented by various
manufacturers. As an outcome, to procedure, a suitable test for the target program standards level based
interoperability testing with conformance testing must
be procedure as finished mechanisms [40].

6.8 Updates Testing
The Internet of Things consists of several operating
systems, protocols, devices, network layers, firmware,
and so on. To rule out potential errors while updating
the system or the application as all, it is needful to
behavior a during test. At the same time, different
adjustments are performed to the total strategy to
avert the obstacle and difficulties related to the update
[4].

6.9 Combinatorial Testing
Combinatorial Testing (CT) is a Black Box Testing
method that ensures high-quality of the software program with decreased check effort. It is a check format
methodology and has proved to be very fine when
utilized on giant complicated structures involving a
massive wide variety of parameter-value combinations. CT can be utilized on two varieties of testing,
configuration parameter-values acknowledged as configuration-based checking out or combos of entering

6.10 Stressing Testing
This type of test correlating with the generation of
packet flow in the network. this is used to determine
the behavior of the networks in the following three
things: Throughput, Latency, and Fault evidence
[43].

1. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
The use of artificial intelligence will ensure that
IoT systems are tested with a degree of reliability
more than a manual test that requires intense work.
Technology experts have already started working in
this field to take advantage of the capabilities that
artificial intelligence can provide in this field.
2. Wireless Connectivity Tests
The wireless network will play a major role in IoT
systems that rely on standards such as Wi-Fi, ZigBee,
and 4G LTE. There will be several scenarios for testing wireless connectivity ensuring continuous data
transfer between the device and the server.
3. Testing Big Data
The Internet of things generates a large amount of
data that needs to be organized and processed also
needs to manage. All of this requires advanced testing
as it is not possible to deal with this huge data using
traditional testing techniques. It is expected that work
on developing big data testing will take place soon.
4. Security Challenges
Work is continuing in the field of testing the security of the Internet of things systems, as it is considered
an important factor to ensure confidentiality and privacy. Security for the data is extremely important.
5. Communication Protocols
The use of communication protocols for the Internet of Things to create algorithms to ensure uninterrupted communication in the network as well as to
ensure security and privacy.

8. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recently, interest in the field of testing the Internet
of Things has become in various aspects applications,
and work is still underway on the development of this
field. Most reports focus on performance testing and
IoT testbed deployments. The TABLE (III) below
shows the most important work carried out in this
field.
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TABLE III LITERATURE REVIEW OF IOT TESTING

Paper

Describe

The Result

[44]

Using middleware to evaluate and study under different
conditions of the network the performance of the CoAP and
MQTT protocols. The goal of the experiment was to
determine the impact of different parameters like
Bandwidth “total data transferred per message” and delay.

The Experiment results show when packet loss is
reduced, the protocol MQTT suffers less delay
than CoAP. Also, the protocol CoAP suffers the
greatest delays when increasing packet loss.

[45]

A sensor was used Temperature & Humidity Sensor with
PC Server as MQTT Broker.

MQTT protocol faster to transfer data (Six times
faster) than HTTP in real-time.

[46]

Healthcare has been implemented using heart rate
monitoring sensors, a SpO2 monitor, and a comparative
performance evaluation between CoAP based system and
MQTT.

The Experiment shows that the protocol proposed
CoAP based messaging system is superior to
previous messaging systems.

[47]

Tested The Range of Distance And Reliability of LoRa
Technology.

[48]

[49]

[50]

Read data from pressure, temperature, and humidity
sensors, then publish them on a specific topic to an MQTT
broker server using different brokers. another MQTT client,
called "subscriber" was created to receive data.
1. Implement of MQTT client in gateway layer and MQTT
server in the backend layer.
2. Testing the accuracy by using HTTP.
Stress Testing was performed using MQTT Protocol for
several types of Brokers the comparison of the results is
presented by different metrics (CPU, latency, and message
rates).

From the above, we note that Internet of things systems face challenges in their design, as well as that
the testing process for them is mostly in the application layer using communication protocols, and the
most important of these protocols are MQTT and
CoAP.

9. CONCLUSION
The Internet of Things is the link between the real
world and the virtual world. Interest in and demand
for it has increased, as it entered all aspects of life. It
has become possible to imagine anything smart that
can collect data, connect to the Internet, and make
decisions on behalf of humans by giving him orders,
and based on them, he can meet most human needs.
On the other hand, obstacles and challenges are facing
this innovation. Work is still being done to develop
and improve the Internet of Things.
The most important challenges that are still researched and considered important topics in this field
are maintaining data security and privacy. Researches
are focusing on developing lightweight encryption
algorithms, developing a secure structure for the Internet of Things, and work is still ongoing. Security is
a major issue. There is also a need for intermediate
software to control, manage, and monitor the data

We can say that LoRa is a promising technology
in the field of long-range and high-reliable
communication.
Mosquitto wasted the least time to transfer the
messages to the client after then came HiveMQ.
The time taken to transfer data is less in MQTT
protocol than HTTP. It is also less energyintensive than HTTP But it is not reliable MQTT
is an asynchronous protocol.
Mosquitto is the most efficient, optimized with
the least latency in QoS1 and QoS2 category
among all brokers have tested so far.

collected from the sensors. Likewise, the nature of the
components in the Internet of things is heterogeneous
and tends to be complex. Other challenges have
emerged, interoperability, and interoperability between components. This type of challenge is concerned with the capabilities, standards, and protocols
of devices connected to the Internet, which aims to
support the practice of seamless communication. Also, there are other challenges such as energy and
memory limitations. All of the above needs to be tested by the developers to ensure the quality of the IoT
application before it is on the market and to be at the
required level for the user without errors or failure.
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